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unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr
optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we
feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
speed writing the 21st century alternative to shorthand most people
need a note taking system for work or study but few people have the
time or inclination to spend a year or two learning shorthand bakerwrite
speed writing enables you to learn a new system in a matter of hours and
become proficient within weeks this book is laid out in 6 easy to follow
lessons that take about an hour each practical guided exercises with full
answers in each chapter and each session is rounded off with a dictation
passage save time and become more efficient taking dictation in
meetings on the telephone in lectures or interviews no strange squiggles
to learn just different ways to use the letters you already know your
notes will be easy to transcribe enhance your career with a new skill save
time by reducing your written text by an average of 33 often more adapt
the system to suit your needs free downloadable dictionary and
workbook available from uolearn com a terrific opportunity to save time
and change your working practises for the better what do people think of
this speed writing system bakerwrite is the easiest shorthand system i
have come across having studied all the major shorthand systems and
even other speed writing courses i find bakerwrite a sheer delight i will
use this system all the time your system is so easy to learn and use i will
recommend this course to everyone who takes notes i am 51 years old
and have been a secretary more or less since i left school i took the
requisite pitmans shorthand course whilst at school and have never been
able to understand it all those squiggles and lines i have used my own
speed writing version of words through the years and have managed to
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get by as long as i dealt with the notes as soon as i had written them and
the dictator wasn t too quick so it was half memory and half being able to
read my own shorthand version but now everything is so clear and makes
complete sense i take your book on the train every morning and even
after the first reading it completely made sense and i could even
remember most of what i had read in the first chapter and believe me my
memory at retaining new info is not as it used to be even when i was
reading your abbreviations i was able to see what they were in a lot of
cases before i checked the meaning i am thoroughly enjoying learning a
new skill from a book that is so simple to understand and i have already
started to implement my new dictionary of words when taking notes a
great big thank you for developing a system that is so easy to
understand and completely workable and i looking forward to showing off
my new skills when taking notes which i will actually be able to
understand at the next board meeting ann knightsbridge london about
the author heather baker heather had over twenty years experience as a
secretary and pa before setting up baker thompson associates limited in
2000 the company specializes in the training and development of
secretarial and administrative staff bakerthompsonassoc co uk she now
travels all over the uk working with large and small companies to enable
their office staff and pas to work more effectively and efficiently she also
delivers courses in the middle and far east she worked for ici
pharmaceuticals now astrazeneca and hewlett packard she spent 5 years
in france working for the commercial director of cognac hine and then 10
years with granada media working up to personal assistant to the
managing director commuting regularly between their offices in
manchester and london she developed this speed writing system to fulfil
a requirement by many companies for a quick and easy way for their
employees to take notes speed writing modern shorthand uk spelling an
easy to learn tried and tested alternative to shorthand are you puzzled by
all the squiggles when you see shorthand did you know that it can take
years to become proficient at shorthand here s your solution a simple
and easy to learn system that can be mastered in just a few weeks
bakerwrite speed writing enables you to learn a new hand writing system
in a matter of hours and become really quick in just a few weeks it relies
on using normal letters and easy to learn principles to speed up your
writing join over 25 000 people from all over the world who have already
studied this course this is our uk spelling edition eg colour specialise
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organisation we also have an international spelling edition eg color
specialize organization just search for the unique isbn number
9781532704918 this book has a short dictionary to help you learn the
new forms of the words we also publish an extended speed writing
dictionary of over 5800 words including all 1000 of the most common
words in written english isbn 9781537567396 this book is laid out in 6
easy to follow lessons that take about an hour each practical guided
exercises with example answers save time and become efficient at taking
dictation in meetings on the telephone and in lectures no strange
squiggles to learn just different ways to use the letters you already know
your notes will be easy to read and transcribe adapt the system to suit
your needs free downloadable dictionary and workbook a terrific
opportunity to save time and become more efficient and professional
heather baker heather is a very experienced pa who worked at
boardroom level for high profile companies she is now an acclaimed
international trainer presenting in the middle and far east australia and
south africa as well as webinars for the usa she created the bakerwritetm
speed writing system to help people take notes using techniques that can
be learned in just a few weeks she thoroughly tested it and has been
teaching it for over eleven years quotes about bakerwrite i will use this
system all the time this is so easy to learn and use i am thoroughly
enjoying learning a new skill from a book that is so simple to understand
and i have already started to implement it bakerwrite is the easiest
shorthand system i have come across having studied all the major
shorthand systems and even other speed writing courses i find
bakerwrite a sheer delight i will recommend this course to anyone who
takes notes speed writing modern shorthand an easy to learn tried and
tested alternative to shorthand are you puzzled by all the squiggles when
you see shorthand did you know that it can take years to become
proficient at shorthand here s your solution a simple and easy to learn
system that can be mastered in just a few weeks bakerwrite speed
writing enables you to learn a new hand writing system in a matter of
hours and become really quick in just a few weeks it relies on using
normal letters and easy to learn principles to speed up your writing join
over 25 000 people from all over the world who have already studied this
course we also have a uk spelling edition just search for the unique isbn
number 9781537566603 this book has a short dictionary to help you
learn the new forms of the words we also publish an extended speed
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writing dictionary of over 5800 words including all 1000 of the most
common words in written english isbn 9781534683204 this book is laid
out in 6 easy to follow lessons that take about an hour each practical
guided exercises with example answers save time and become efficient
at taking dictation in meetings on the telephone and in lectures no
strange squiggles to learn just different ways to use the letters you
already know your notes will be easy to read and transcribe adapt the
system to suit your needs free downloadable dictionary and workbook a
terrific opportunity to save time and become more efficient and
professional heather baker heather is a very experienced pa who worked
at boardroom level for high profile companies she is now an acclaimed
international trainer presenting in the middle and far east australia and
south africa as well as webinars for the usa she created the bakerwritetm
speed writing system to help people take notes using techniques that can
be learned in just a few weeks she thoroughly tested it and has been
teaching it for over eleven years quotes about bakerwrite i will use this
system all the time this is so easy to learn and use i am thoroughly
enjoying learning a new skill from a book that is so simple to understand
and i have already started to implement it bakerwrite is the easiest
shorthand system i have come across having studied all the major
shorthand systems and even other speed writing courses i find
bakerwrite a sheer delight i will recommend this course to anyone who
takes notes this course is designed for students to begin honing practical
skills and producing mailable materials the student transcript contains
the printed keys for all letters and memos in the text and a reading chart
the instructor s guide provides a detailed lesson planning section
vocabulary tests and dictation and transcription tests the 20 cassette
tapes are designed to accom pany the dictation and transcription text
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work speed writing
dictionary an easy to learn tried and tested alternative to shorthand over
7700 abbreviations to speed up your writing are you puzzled by all the
squiggles when you see shorthand did you know that it can take years to
become proficient at shorthand here s your solution a simple and easy to
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learn system that can be mastered in just a few weeks this is an
extensive dictionary based on the bakerwrite speed writing system we
have a uk spelling edition of this dictionary just search for the unique
isbn number 9781537567396 we also publish the companion book speed
writing modern shorthand by heather baker isbn 9781532704918 which
has lots of exercises and explains how to use the system there are over
7700 words in the speed writing dictionary all 4000 of the most common
words in written english lots of space to add your own variations no
strange squiggles to learn just different ways to use the letters you
already know your notes will be easy to read and transcribe adapt the
system to suit your needs speed up your note taking with this system
based on the principles of shorthand but using normal letters this
dictionary is a joint venture created by three highly experienced trainers
who are all best selling authors heather baker was an executive pa at
director level for many years and left to start her own training company
she created the bakerwrite speed writing system as a modern and easy
to learn alternative to shorthand joanna gutmann is an experienced
administrator who started her training consultancy over 20 years ago
specializing in minute taking she is an accredited bakerwrite trainer and
developed this dictionary to help people use the system margaret
greenhall was a lecturer and became an educational consultant in 2003
between the three authors this dictionary has been developed to give a
huge reference of words to use in speed writing quotes about bakerwrite
i will use this system all the time this is so easy to learn and use i will
recommend this course to anyone who takes notes joanna gutmann
joanna became involved in training whilst working in a pa role in a
training center she left to start her business in the early nineties and
continued to work in that area increasingly specializing in business
writing today her business is focused on the meeting with training on
chairing minute taking report writing and speed reading joanna is
delighted to hold a license to run the bakerwrite speed writing training
heather baker heather is a very experienced pa who worked at
boardroom level for high profile companies she is now an acclaimed
international trainer she created the bakerwritetm speed writing system
to help people take notes using techniques that can be learned in just a
few weeks she thoroughly tested it and has been teaching it for over
eleven years dr margaret greenhall margaret was a chemistry lecturer
for eight years and she became fascinated by how and why people learn
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she moved to staff development and learned more about how people
share information with each other in 2003 margaret left the university to
start a training and educational consultancy business she combines face
to face training with a portfolio of writing and publishing this course book
is an excellent guide as well as a service manual for all interested in
office secretary as a career or for those who are in service already this
authentic guide is designed to bring you finer points of secretarial
technicalities required
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unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr
optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we
feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
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speed writing the 21st century alternative to shorthand most people
need a note taking system for work or study but few people have the
time or inclination to spend a year or two learning shorthand bakerwrite
speed writing enables you to learn a new system in a matter of hours and
become proficient within weeks this book is laid out in 6 easy to follow
lessons that take about an hour each practical guided exercises with full
answers in each chapter and each session is rounded off with a dictation
passage save time and become more efficient taking dictation in
meetings on the telephone in lectures or interviews no strange squiggles
to learn just different ways to use the letters you already know your
notes will be easy to transcribe enhance your career with a new skill save
time by reducing your written text by an average of 33 often more adapt
the system to suit your needs free downloadable dictionary and
workbook available from uolearn com a terrific opportunity to save time
and change your working practises for the better what do people think of
this speed writing system bakerwrite is the easiest shorthand system i
have come across having studied all the major shorthand systems and
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even other speed writing courses i find bakerwrite a sheer delight i will
use this system all the time your system is so easy to learn and use i will
recommend this course to everyone who takes notes i am 51 years old
and have been a secretary more or less since i left school i took the
requisite pitmans shorthand course whilst at school and have never been
able to understand it all those squiggles and lines i have used my own
speed writing version of words through the years and have managed to
get by as long as i dealt with the notes as soon as i had written them and
the dictator wasn t too quick so it was half memory and half being able to
read my own shorthand version but now everything is so clear and makes
complete sense i take your book on the train every morning and even
after the first reading it completely made sense and i could even
remember most of what i had read in the first chapter and believe me my
memory at retaining new info is not as it used to be even when i was
reading your abbreviations i was able to see what they were in a lot of
cases before i checked the meaning i am thoroughly enjoying learning a
new skill from a book that is so simple to understand and i have already
started to implement my new dictionary of words when taking notes a
great big thank you for developing a system that is so easy to
understand and completely workable and i looking forward to showing off
my new skills when taking notes which i will actually be able to
understand at the next board meeting ann knightsbridge london about
the author heather baker heather had over twenty years experience as a
secretary and pa before setting up baker thompson associates limited in
2000 the company specializes in the training and development of
secretarial and administrative staff bakerthompsonassoc co uk she now
travels all over the uk working with large and small companies to enable
their office staff and pas to work more effectively and efficiently she also
delivers courses in the middle and far east she worked for ici
pharmaceuticals now astrazeneca and hewlett packard she spent 5 years
in france working for the commercial director of cognac hine and then 10
years with granada media working up to personal assistant to the
managing director commuting regularly between their offices in
manchester and london she developed this speed writing system to fulfil
a requirement by many companies for a quick and easy way for their
employees to take notes
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speed writing modern shorthand uk spelling an easy to learn tried and
tested alternative to shorthand are you puzzled by all the squiggles when
you see shorthand did you know that it can take years to become
proficient at shorthand here s your solution a simple and easy to learn
system that can be mastered in just a few weeks bakerwrite speed
writing enables you to learn a new hand writing system in a matter of
hours and become really quick in just a few weeks it relies on using
normal letters and easy to learn principles to speed up your writing join
over 25 000 people from all over the world who have already studied this
course this is our uk spelling edition eg colour specialise organisation we
also have an international spelling edition eg color specialize organization
just search for the unique isbn number 9781532704918 this book has a
short dictionary to help you learn the new forms of the words we also
publish an extended speed writing dictionary of over 5800 words
including all 1000 of the most common words in written english isbn
9781537567396 this book is laid out in 6 easy to follow lessons that take
about an hour each practical guided exercises with example answers
save time and become efficient at taking dictation in meetings on the
telephone and in lectures no strange squiggles to learn just different
ways to use the letters you already know your notes will be easy to read
and transcribe adapt the system to suit your needs free downloadable
dictionary and workbook a terrific opportunity to save time and become
more efficient and professional heather baker heather is a very
experienced pa who worked at boardroom level for high profile
companies she is now an acclaimed international trainer presenting in
the middle and far east australia and south africa as well as webinars for
the usa she created the bakerwritetm speed writing system to help
people take notes using techniques that can be learned in just a few
weeks she thoroughly tested it and has been teaching it for over eleven
years quotes about bakerwrite i will use this system all the time this is so
easy to learn and use i am thoroughly enjoying learning a new skill from
a book that is so simple to understand and i have already started to
implement it bakerwrite is the easiest shorthand system i have come
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across having studied all the major shorthand systems and even other
speed writing courses i find bakerwrite a sheer delight i will recommend
this course to anyone who takes notes

Speed Writing, the 21st Century
Alternative to Shorthand (Easy 4 Me 2
Learn) International English
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speed writing modern shorthand an easy to learn tried and tested
alternative to shorthand are you puzzled by all the squiggles when you
see shorthand did you know that it can take years to become proficient
at shorthand here s your solution a simple and easy to learn system that
can be mastered in just a few weeks bakerwrite speed writing enables
you to learn a new hand writing system in a matter of hours and become
really quick in just a few weeks it relies on using normal letters and easy
to learn principles to speed up your writing join over 25 000 people from
all over the world who have already studied this course we also have a uk
spelling edition just search for the unique isbn number 9781537566603
this book has a short dictionary to help you learn the new forms of the
words we also publish an extended speed writing dictionary of over 5800
words including all 1000 of the most common words in written english
isbn 9781534683204 this book is laid out in 6 easy to follow lessons that
take about an hour each practical guided exercises with example
answers save time and become efficient at taking dictation in meetings
on the telephone and in lectures no strange squiggles to learn just
different ways to use the letters you already know your notes will be easy
to read and transcribe adapt the system to suit your needs free
downloadable dictionary and workbook a terrific opportunity to save time
and become more efficient and professional heather baker heather is a
very experienced pa who worked at boardroom level for high profile
companies she is now an acclaimed international trainer presenting in
the middle and far east australia and south africa as well as webinars for
the usa she created the bakerwritetm speed writing system to help
people take notes using techniques that can be learned in just a few
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weeks she thoroughly tested it and has been teaching it for over eleven
years quotes about bakerwrite i will use this system all the time this is so
easy to learn and use i am thoroughly enjoying learning a new skill from
a book that is so simple to understand and i have already started to
implement it bakerwrite is the easiest shorthand system i have come
across having studied all the major shorthand systems and even other
speed writing courses i find bakerwrite a sheer delight i will recommend
this course to anyone who takes notes

Shorthand Dictation Exercises
1910

this course is designed for students to begin honing practical skills and
producing mailable materials the student transcript contains the printed
keys for all letters and memos in the text and a reading chart the
instructor s guide provides a detailed lesson planning section vocabulary
tests and dictation and transcription tests the 20 cassette tapes are
designed to accom pany the dictation and transcription text

Gregg Shorthand
1990

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work

Correlated Dictation and Transcription
1946

speed writing dictionary an easy to learn tried and tested alternative to
shorthand over 7700 abbreviations to speed up your writing are you
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puzzled by all the squiggles when you see shorthand did you know that it
can take years to become proficient at shorthand here s your solution a
simple and easy to learn system that can be mastered in just a few
weeks this is an extensive dictionary based on the bakerwrite speed
writing system we have a uk spelling edition of this dictionary just search
for the unique isbn number 9781537567396 we also publish the
companion book speed writing modern shorthand by heather baker isbn
9781532704918 which has lots of exercises and explains how to use the
system there are over 7700 words in the speed writing dictionary all
4000 of the most common words in written english lots of space to add
your own variations no strange squiggles to learn just different ways to
use the letters you already know your notes will be easy to read and
transcribe adapt the system to suit your needs speed up your note taking
with this system based on the principles of shorthand but using normal
letters this dictionary is a joint venture created by three highly
experienced trainers who are all best selling authors heather baker was
an executive pa at director level for many years and left to start her own
training company she created the bakerwrite speed writing system as a
modern and easy to learn alternative to shorthand joanna gutmann is an
experienced administrator who started her training consultancy over 20
years ago specializing in minute taking she is an accredited bakerwrite
trainer and developed this dictionary to help people use the system
margaret greenhall was a lecturer and became an educational consultant
in 2003 between the three authors this dictionary has been developed to
give a huge reference of words to use in speed writing quotes about
bakerwrite i will use this system all the time this is so easy to learn and
use i will recommend this course to anyone who takes notes joanna
gutmann joanna became involved in training whilst working in a pa role
in a training center she left to start her business in the early nineties and
continued to work in that area increasingly specializing in business
writing today her business is focused on the meeting with training on
chairing minute taking report writing and speed reading joanna is
delighted to hold a license to run the bakerwrite speed writing training
heather baker heather is a very experienced pa who worked at
boardroom level for high profile companies she is now an acclaimed
international trainer she created the bakerwritetm speed writing system
to help people take notes using techniques that can be learned in just a
few weeks she thoroughly tested it and has been teaching it for over
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eleven years dr margaret greenhall margaret was a chemistry lecturer
for eight years and she became fascinated by how and why people learn
she moved to staff development and learned more about how people
share information with each other in 2003 margaret left the university to
start a training and educational consultancy business she combines face
to face training with a portfolio of writing and publishing

Pitman Shorthand
1913

this course book is an excellent guide as well as a service manual for all
interested in office secretary as a career or for those who are in service
already this authentic guide is designed to bring you finer points of
secretarial technicalities required
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Exercises
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Speed Writing Modern Shorthand an Easy
to Learn Note Taking System, UK Spelling
2016-10-10

700 Common-word Reading and Dictation
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Speedwriting Shorthand Dictation and
Transcription
2009-11-01

Speed Writing Modern Shorthand an Easy
to Learn Note Taking System
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Shorthand and Type-writer Dictation
Exercises
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Dictation
1987-03-20
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The Dictater
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The Miller Reading And Dictation Book
2016-11-09

Speed Writing Dictionary Over 5800 Words
an Alternative to Shorthand
1927

Easy Dictation
2000-01-01

Teeline Gold Shorthand Dictation Pack
1975

Pitman 2000 Shorthand
1979
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Dictation to Reporting Shorthand;.
1949

Teaching English in Shorthand-
transcription Classes
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Shorthand Educator
1980

Library of Congress Subject Headings
1991

Shorthand Dictation for Examinations
2013

Library of Congress Subject Headings
2004-12
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Rapidex Professional Secretary Course
1975

Pitman 2000 Shorthand
1912

Cumulative Speller and Shorthand
Vocabulary, Designed for Use in Business
Colleges, Academies, Etc
1970

A New Review
1937

Dictation for Transcription
1986

Forkner Shorthand : Integrated Dictation
and Transcription
1900
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Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary
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